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Abstract
In this paper, we handle the task of building a
system that, given a document written first by
a human and then finished by a large-language
model (LLM), the system must determine the
transition word, i.e. where the machine be-
gins to write. We built a system by examining
the data for textual anomalies and combining a
method of heuristic approaches with a linear re-
gression model based on the text length of each
document.

1 Introduction
Large Language Models (LLMs) have never been
more available than they are today. The conse-
quence of this is an increase in machine-generated
content within various domains. While some of
this content could be considered useful, concerns
related to the abuse of LLMs has arisen, e.g. the
generation of fake product reviews (Adelani et al.,
2019), spamming/phishing schemes (Weiss, 2019)
and fake news generation (Zellers et al., 2019;
Brown et al., 2020; Uchendu et al., 2020). Weiss
(2019) demonstrated that humans can only detect
human generated text from machine generated text
at chance level. This illustrates the clear need for au-
tomatic systems to detect LLM generated content.
Regarding mere impressionistic differences be-

tween the two types of text, it has been observed that
LLMs tend to be more focused, i.e. never leaving
the subject matter of their prompt, more objective
and highly formal. Their human counterparts tend
to be less formal, with more propensity to stray from
the topic at hand and more emotional. In terms of
linguistic differences between the two, humans use
less nouns and conjugations, while employing more
punctuation and adverbs. Dependency relations are
shown to be shorter. Lastly, human texts have more
types in texts of the same length (Guo et al., 2023).
An assumption many researchers take is that

LLMs is that languagemodels sample from the head
to generate natural looking text e.g. max sampling

(Gu et al., 2017) and k-max sampling (Fan et al.,
2018). (Solaiman et al., 2019) use a bag-of-words
approach with tf-idf feature vectors (both unigrams
and bigrams) and a logistic regression model to dif-
ferentiate between human-written web pages and
text generated web pages from GPT2. They exam-
ine a different number of parameters of the LLM
(117M, 345M, 762M and 1,542M) as well as dif-
ferent sampling methods (k-sampling (sampling the
highest probability tokens until a threshold of speci-
fied tokens is reached), p-sampling (sampling from
the smallest possible set of words until a cumula-
tive probability is reached) and pure sampling (also
known as temperature sampling, where lower ‘tem-
peratures’ are associated with higher probabilities
for tokens). Their findings are that the larger the
LLM, the harder to detect how machine-like the
generated text is and k samples are easier to detect
than pure samples, probably due to the fact that k
samples over-produce commonwords, which is easy
to detect using statistical methods.
Gehrmann et al. (2019) use BERT and a group

of statistical features: the probability of each word,
absolute rank of each word and the entropy of the
distribution and create a tool for users to see specif-
ically what features are more likely to be machine
generated over human generated. They clearly show
that the model GPT-2 oversamples certain words;
it is worth pointing out, however, that as LLMs
grow more sophisticated, such methods might not
work as well. Solaiman et al. (2019) use fine tun-
ing on RoBERTa and finds it can detect text gener-
ated from GPT-2 with an accuracy of 95%. The
most noteworthy aspect of this study is that fine-
tuning on GPT-2 itself did not yield as impressive
results, which contradicts Zellers et al. (2019) find-
ings which allude to the idea that the best detector
of text generated from LLMs are the LLMs them-
selves. The RoBERTa detector has also been used
in detecting fake news articles from several LLMs
(Uchendu et al., 2020), Amazon product reviews
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(Adelani et al., 2019) and biomedical texts (Ro-
driguez et al., 2022).

2 Task
This task is slightly different from the tasks de-
scribed in the previous sections, since the purpose
of this task is to guess the correct index at which
the LLM starts writing. Since it no longer a binary
classification task, i.e. given a document guess if it
is a human or machine who wrote it, (which should
be approached as an authorship attribution task), it
was deemed helpful to examine other computational
tasks whose purpose is to generate a boundary line
in documents. King and Abney (2013) used four
different classifiers to classify words in bilingual
documents. They found that Naive-Bayes worked
the best using either 1-5-grams, both character and
word level. Lui et al. (2014) used a similar Bayesian
model to detect language segments in multilingual
documents, using byte-encoded n-grams as features
and achieving the best results with higher-resource
languages like English. Although the task here is
profoundly different from these two previous exam-
ples, we took inspiration from these studies believ-
ing there must be linguistic differences that can be
detected with statistical methods between the hu-
man generated text and the machine generated text.

3 Data Examination

Anomaly Frequency Location
word..word 875 Transition
^˽.Word 252 Transition
single line break 2,334 Human
double spacing 599 Human
gratuitous spacing 65 Human
2× 5-gram 1558 Machine*
2× 10-gram 382 Machine*
2× 15-gram 160 Machine*
2× 20-gram 96 Machine*
3× 5-gram 115 Machine*

Table 1: Anomalies found in training data, where 2×
indicates that a particular n-gram appears twice in se-
quence. Machine* denotes that these occurred over-
whelmingly in the machine text (with exceptions being
under 1%).

The dataset for this task is the same from (Wang
et al., 2024). We created a script to manually ex-
amine the transition words for all documents. One
striking feature of the data is that only the human
generated text featured single line breaks. Another
was that in many cases the transition word occurred

after tokens which had a word, followed by two full
stops and another word. Table 1 provides a full list
of anomalies found in the training and development
set with their their respective frequencies. Some
of the anomalies were present only in the human
written text or occurring at the transition word to-
ken. Others were found mostly in the machine gen-
erated text. The anomalies that were featured near
or around the transition word resulted as the most
predictable for the creation of our model.
We also examined how frequent each transition

token was in the corpus and how often it occurred
as a transition word. Since the final evaluation was
in terms of the distance from the actual index where
the transition word occurred using the formula text
= document.split(’ ’), we decided to include to-
kens with different case and punctuation as separate
tokens. Table 7 in the appendix contains the most
frequent transition words, all appearing as transition
words at least 30 times in the data set, as well as their
relative frequency in the training data overall.

4 Experiments

For all experiments, scores are reported as a mean
of the results of three runs± the standard deviation,
assuming random choice was involved somehow.

4.1 Random Choice
To establish our own baseline, we decided to create
a system that randomly chose an index between 0
and the length of the split text. We then chose vari-
ous coefficients to multiply the text length by. Table
2 gives a complete list of these experiments. Divid-
ing the length by half or around half e.g. 0.4 gave
the lowest MAE, suggesting that the majority of in-
dexes are towards the beginning halves of the texts,
not towards the end.

4.2 Heuristics
Based upon the anomalies we found in the data, we
decided to incorporate explicit rules in our system
of random choice. The first rule that that we ex-
perimented with was having the system guess the
position of the transition word as the the one pro-
ceeding any token that had the pattern Word..Word.
While experimenting with the exact regular expres-
sion pattern to use, we found the one that accurately
guessed the correct index every time was \w\.\.\w.
After this, we established a similar pattern found
in the dataset is that when the document’s first to-
ken was a space, full stop and then a word, then the
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Upper bound MAE
1 len(t) 75.4± 0.342
0.5 len(t) 41.6± 0.247
0.33 len(t) 43.0± 0.287
0.25 len(t) 47.2±0.111
0.66 len(t) 48.2±0.265
0.75 len(t) 53.9±0.246
0.4 len(t) 41.5±0.661
0.6 len(t) 44.6±0.788

Table 2: Random Choice Experiments for training data.
The upper bound column indicates the upper bound of
the random choice from 0...n. Margin of error is given
for the mean of three trials.

document was entirely machine generated, meaning
the correct index was 0. After incorporating these
two rules into our system, we left them in all subse-
quently tested systems, since their predicative power
was completely accurate. After establishing these
two baseline rules, we investigated having the sys-
tem guess a random position after the last single line
break in the document, guessing the transition word
as being one of the frequent transition words under
a certain threshold of relative frequency (< 0.01,
0.005, 0.001) and guessing the position as starting
with the second repeated n-gram.
Table 3 provides a summary of all heuristic exper-

iments. In the case that a certain rule did not apply
to a given document, a random position between 0
and half the length of the text was guessed. The first
two rules mentioned reduced the best score from the
previous experiments by over 10 MAE, demonstrat-
ing they were by far the most robust. Guessing the
index as being after the last line break improved the
MAE by over 2, indicating it also had a slight effect
on overall accuracy.

4.3 Linear Regression

We investigated a heuristic model based upon the
length of the text. We were able to combine the
first two selected rules with other rules based on text
length of each document. The best MAE we ob-
tained from doing this was 25.045±0.231. We de-
cided to investigate using a linear regression model
based upon text length, since R2 = 0.659. Figure
1 shows the distribution of the index positions in
the training set based on text length. The first ex-
periment combined the first two rules of the previ-
ous section and predictions based on a linear regres-

i Else? MAE
Last \r\n+1 2nd 10 gram 50.0±0.123
Last \r\n+1 2nd 15 gram 49.2±0.321
2nd 10 gram Last \r\n+1 47.4±0.412
2nd 15 gram Last \r\n+1 46.2±0.374
2nd 5 gram Random Choice 39.1±0.212
f < 0.001 Random Choice 32.5±0.232
Word..Word Random Choice 32.2±0.542
˽.Word Random Choice 30.8±0.214
Last \r\n+1 f < 0.005 30.1 ±0.401
2nd 10 gram Random Choice 30.1±0.341
2nd 15 gram Random Choice 29.8±0.021
\r\n+1 Random Choice 28.2±0.439
Last \r\n+1 f < 0.001 28.2±0.436
Last \r\n+1 f < 0.01 28.2±0.303

Table 3: Heuristic Experiments. i stands for index and f
stands for relative frequency i.e. the proportion a token
appeared as a transition word to how often it appeared
in the data overall. The i column refers to what was
guessed as the index first. If this feature was not present
in the document, the Else? column indicates what was
guessed for that document instead. f < n refers to a tran-
sition word with absolute frequency less than n that was
guessed as the index. We first tested the Word..Word
rule then the ˽̂.Word rule. We found they always yielded
the correct index so we included them in all subsequent
experiments. Results are still given in descending order
of MAE. Beyond this, all experiments were independent,
not cumulative.

sion model for all documents that these rules did not
apply to. We obtained a baseline MAE of 20.464
for this. Figure 2 shows the distribution of our
guesses using this baseline. We created several dif-
ferent linearmodels, based upon text length andwell
as excluding non-heuristic data points and found
that our baseline performed the best on the train-
ing data. We also combined some heuristic methods
from the previous section with this model and found
they mostly performed worst, with the exception of
slightly modifying the predictions for the texts with
a length over 975 (since these are mostly outliers),
in which case this method performed slightly bet-
ter than baseline. Initially, we trained our model
on the train data and tested on the dev set provided
by the organizers. We obtained slightly better this
way, with our baseline model obtaining 18.9 MAE
on the dev set. Figure 3 shows the distribution of
the dev set by text length and index. Figure 4 shows
our predictions for the dev set. They are much more
linearly distributed than the overall train set, which
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i Else? MAE
Baseline N/A 20.5
Non-heuristic data N/A 28.7
len(t) < 650 N/A 20.4
len(t) < 1000 N/A 20.5
len(t) < 800 N/A 20.4
Random Choice* Baseline 20.4±0.009
Last \r\n Baseline 43.3
2nd 10-gram Baseline 21.6

Table 4: Linear Regression Experiments. The baseline
model refers to a linear model for all data. In some cases,
a linear model was created for only some data. The i
column refers to index that was chosen first e.g. in the
case of the baselinemodel it was always the either the two
previously mentioned heuristics or the index predicted by
the linear model. *Applied a random index between 600
and 700 for this experiment for len(t) < 950

Figure 1: Distribution of the Training Data by Text
Length (X-Axis) and Index of TransitionWord (Y-Axis)

explains why the model performed slightly better.
Table 4 shows the results for all experiments using
linear regression.

5 Results

The solution we submitted to the contest was our
baseline linear regression model, since it performed
the best, with the exception of the one model with
the outlier rule. We chose this over the latter since
we assumed the test data would have less outliers in
terms of text length, so the baseline linear regression
model might perform the best. Our final score for
our submission was an MAE of 48.139.
We first examined the test data for the same

anomalies found in the training data. Table 8 in
the appendix gives a summary of these anomalies.
There are far fewer transition word anomalies than

Figure 2: Distribution of Training Data by Text Length
(X-Axis) and Our Predicted Index of Transition Word
Using Linear Regression and Heuristics. (Y-Axis) Blue
corresponds to guesses based on the ruleWord..Word, or-
ange corresponds to guesses based on the ^˽.Word rule
and green corresponds to guessed made with linear re-
gression.

Figure 3: Distribution of the Dev Data by Text Length
(X-Axis) and Index of Transition Word (Y-Axis)

Figure 4: Distribution of Dev Data by Text Length (X-
Axis) and Our Predicted Index of Transition Word Us-
ing Linear Regression and Heuristics (Y-Axis) Blue cor-
responds to guesses based on the rule Word..Word, or-
ange corresponds to guesses based on the rule ^˽Word
and green corresponds to guessed made with linear re-
gression.
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Figure 5: Distribution of Data by Text Length (X-Axis)
and Actual Position (Y-Axis) in Test Data

in the training data, while the number of repeat n-
grams is much higher than in the training data. We
also looked at the most frequent transition words in
test data. Table 9 in the appendix shows a complete
list of all frequent transition words that occurred
more than 50 times in the training data, along with
their relative frequencies.
Figure 4 shows the distribution of the indexes

based on text length for test data. It is much less
linearly distributed than the training data (R2 =
0.26471) and contains a lot more outliers, which ex-
plains why our linear model performed much more
poorly on it. The next sections explain experiments
we did with the training data to improve the linear
and heuristic model.

6 Post Hoc Data Analysis

Since the test data is less linearly distributed than
the training data, we decided to try different linear
models for different lengths of text. Nonetheless,
we still trained a linear model on the test data to get a
baseline for subsequent experiments. We obtained
a baseline of 44.6 MAE. After, we tried different
fitting the data to a different number of linear mod-
els based upon different text lengths. We used up to
six different models in each experiment, adjusting
bin sizes. Ultimately, we fit each bin to correspond
to the number of quintiles for the model e.g. for
final bimodal model, we used the threshold as the
median. Our best result ended up being a sixmodal
model with the bins 250, 500, 750, 1000 and 1250.
We decided to use this linear model when applying
subsequent heuristic methods. Table 5 provides the
results of our linear experiments. Figure 6 shows a
scatter plot of our guesses.
Regarding heuristics, we found that of the fre-

Figure 6: Distribution of Data by Text Length (X-Axis)
and Predicted Position of Baseline Model (Y-Axis).
Blue corresponds to guesses made withWord..Word rule,
orange corresponds to guesses based on our ^˽Word rule,
green corresponds to the first linear regression model,
pink to the second, brown to the third, purple to the
fourth, grey to the fifth and red to the sixth.

quent transition words in the test data, the ones that
almost always occurred as the transition word in a
document containing it were those with a relative
frequency in the corpus under 0.0001, with the ex-
ception of commas and empty strings. Combin-
ing this rule with the baseline linear model reduced
MAE by ~2. We then looked at repeat higher or-
der n-grams with worse performance. Even though
the machine generally generated repeat higher order
n-grams, it was still not predictive when determin-
ing the boundary line. Lastly, we looked at frequent
transition bigrams and frequent transition trigrams.
Setting these as the index when they occurred in a
document only improved our score slightly. More
than anything, they were more accurate in picking
the index if they occurred at the beginning of the
document, in which case the index for that docu-
ment was 0. Table 6 provides a summary of all
heuristic modifications we made to our system.

7 Conclusion and Considerations for
Future Tasks

For our system, due to time constraints, we did not
perform any state of the art techniques and of course
did not obtain any state of the art results. How-
ever, what our paper demonstrates above all is the
need for both training data and test data to be bet-
ter processed with as few textual anomalies as pos-
sible. For those teams who trained a neural model
for this task, it would be interesting to see what the
model learns if these anomalies are removed from
the test and training data. It is our hypothesis that
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Model Bins MAE
Baseline N/A 44.6
Bimodal 200 42.7
Bimodal 212 42.8
Bimodal 250 42.8
Bimodal 500 44.0
Bimodal 750 44.0
Trimodal 750, 1000 44.0
Trimodal 148, 301 42.7
Fourmodal 125, 212, 358 42.7
Fivemodal 111, 171, 261, 395, 42.6
Sixmodal 103, 149, 212, 299, 423 42.6
Sixmodal 250, 500, 750, 1000, 1250 42.5

Table 5: Linear Regression Experiments, Training and
Testing on Test Data. Bins indicate cut off points for
models within that particular text length.

Model i f MAE
Baseline FTW < 0.0001 42.6
Baseline FTW < 0.001 42.6
Baseline FTW < 0.005 71.6
Baseline FTW < 0.002 53.0
Sixmodal FTW < 0.0001 41.3
Sixmodal FTB < 0.0001 41.2
Sixmodal 0 if FTB < 0.0001 41.1
Sixmodal FTT < 0.0001 41.1
Sixmodal 0 if FTT < 0.0001 41.0

Table 6: Heuristic Adjustments to Linear Models. i in-
dicates index, f indicates relative frequency, FTW indi-
cates Frequent TransitionWord, FTB indicates Frequent
Transition Bigram and FTT indicates Frequent Transi-
tion Trigram.

removing these anomalies would worsen the perfor-
mance of neural models. Since the best models in
this shared task received a score of around 16.0, it
would also be interesting to see what kinds of texts
they scored better on. Our hypothesis is that texts
with the mentioned anomalies were easier to detect
for neural networks and that they had more diffi-
culty with longer texts, since longer texts were not
featured in the training set. Not knowing the exact
LLM used to generate the machine generated text
for this dataset it is difficult to say with certainty,
but it also our hypothesis that a more sophisticated
statistical model could potentially detect more dif-
ferences between the human and machine text by
examining the sampling frequency of words to de-

termine a more probable boundary line.
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Token TW Frequency Rel. Frequency Token TW Frequency Rel. Frequency
the 375 0.07279 The 261 0.01178
paper 238 0.01176 ϵ 119 0.00405
proposed 47 0.00568 authors 131 0.00605
This 30 0.00443 in 32 0.01612
is 58 0.01310 a 44 0.02188
of 71 0.03655 this 40 0.00713
and 57 0.03038 it 43 0.00596
to 69 0.02741 ˽.The 197 0.00020
However, 54 0.00167 I 44 0.00241
˽.In 34 0.00004

Table 7: Frequency of Transition Words in Training Data. TW indicates Transition Word, i.e. how often a particular
word appeared as a transition word. Relative Frequency refers to the ratio of how many times a word appeared in the
training data over how many tokens in training data n = 987,374).

Anomaly Location Frequency
word..word Transition 626
^˽.Word Transition 97
single line break N/A 3,555
double spacing Human 981
gratuitous spacing Human 92
n-grams: 2× 3× 4× 5× 6×
5-gram Machine* 4,180 1,447 609 282 167
10-gram Machine* 1,444 270 100 65 —
15-gram Machine* 674 93 48 42 —
20-gram Machine* 352 46 38 30 —

Table 8: Anomalies found in test data, where 2× indicates that a particular n-gram appears at least twice. Machine*
denotes that these occurred overwhelmingly in the machine text (with exceptions being under 1%).

Token Tw Frequency Rel. Frequency Token Tw Frequency Rel. Frequency
I 167 0.00433 The 257 0.00637
”””\nThe 100 <0.00001 the 485 0.05645
authors 203 0.00354 is 94 0.01476
would 74 0.00422 have 77 0.00563
.The 68 < 0.00001 However, 204 0.00139
\n\nPlease 141 < 0.00001 they 53 0.00515
this 73 0.00474 a 93 0.02312
In 77 0.00132 of 191 0.02941
there 83 0.00226 that 66 0.01293
in 65 0.01422 to 187 0.03286
be 60 0.00867 , 57 <0.00001
It 114 0.00197 For 81 0.00144
paper 186 0.00482 ϵ 270 0.00162
This 129 0.00415 \n\nThe 53 0.00021
and 87 0.02577 They 62 0.00124
\nthe 69 < 0.00001 for 64 0.00974

Table 9: Frequency of Transition Words in Test Data. TW indicates Transition Word, i.e. how often a particular
word appeared as a transition word. Relative Frequency refers to the ratio of how many times a word appeared in the
training data over how many tokens in training data n = 2,838,565).
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